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Abstract
Hidden Markov Models based text-to-speech (HMM-TTS) syn-
thesis is a technique for generating speech from trained statisti-
cal models where spectrum, pitch and durations of basic speech
units are modelled altogether. The aim of this work is to de-
scribe a Spanish HMM-TTS system using CBR as a F0 esti-
mator, analysing its performance objectively and subjectively.
The experiments have been conducted on a reliable labelled
speech corpus, whose units have been clustered using contex-
tual factors according to the Spanish language. The results
show that the CBR-based F0 estimation is capable of improving
the HMM-based baseline performance when synthesizing non-
declarative short sentences and reduced contextual information
is available.

1. Introduction
One of the main interest in TTS synthesis is to improve quality
and naturalness in applications for general purposes. Concate-
native speech synthesis for limited domain (e.g. Virtual Weather
man [1]) presents drawbacks when trying to use in a different
domain. New recordings have the disadvantage of being time
consuming and expensive (i.e. labelling, processing different
audio levels, texts designs, etc.).

In contrast, the main benefit of HMM-TTS is the capabil-
ity of modelling voices in order to synthesize different speaker
features, styles and emotions. Moreover, voice transforma-
tion through concatenative speech synthesis still requires large
databases in contrast to HMM which can obtain better results
with smaller databases [2]. Some interesting voice transfor-
mation approaches using HMM were presented using speaker
interpolation [3] or eigenvoices [4]. Furthermore, HMM for
speech synthesis could be used in new systems able to unify
both approaches and to take advantage of their properties [5].

Language is another important topic when designing a TTS
system. HMM-TTS scheme based on contextual factors for
clustering can be used for any language (e.g. English [6] or
Portuguese [7]). Phonemes (the basic synthesis units) and their
context attributes-values pairs (e.g. number of syllables in
word, stress and accents, utterance types, etc.) are the main
information which changes from one language to another. This
work presents contextual factors adapted for Spanish.

The HMM-TTS system presented in this work is based on
a source-filter model approach to generate speech directly from
HMM itself. It uses a decision tree based on context cluster-
ing in order to improve models training and able to characterize
phoneme units introducing a counterpart approach with respect
to English [6]. As the HMM-TTS system is a complete tech-
nique to generate speech, this work presents objective results to
measure its performance as a prosody estimator and subjective
measures to test the synthesized speech. It is compared with a

tested Machine Learning strategy based on case based reason-
ing (CBR) for prosody estimation [8].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
HMM system workflow and parameter training and synthesis.
Section 3 concerns to CBR for prosody estimation. Section 4
describes decision tree clustering based on contextual factors.
Section 5 presents measures, section 6 discusses results and sec-
tion 7 presents the concluding remarks and future work.

2. HMM-TTS system
2.1. Training system workflow

As in any HMM-TTS system, two stages are distinguished:
training and synthesis. Figure 1 depicts the classical training
workflow. Each HMM represents a contextual phoneme. First,
HMM for isolated phonemes are estimated and each of these
models are used as a initialization of the contextual phonemes.
Then, similar phonemes are clustered by means of a decision
tree using contextual information and designed questions (e.g.
Is right an ’a’ vowel? Is left context an unvoiced consonant?
Is phoneme in the 3rd position of the syllables? etc.). Thanks
to this process, if a contextual phoneme does not have a HMM
representation (not present in the training data, but in the test),
decision tree clusters will generate the unseen model.
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Figure 1: Training workflow

Each contextual phoneme HMM definition includes spec-
trum, F0 and state durations. Topology used is a 5 states left-
to-right with no-skips. Each state is represented with 2 inde-
pendent streams, one for spectrum and another for pitch. Both
types of information are completed with their delta and delta-
delta coefficients.

Spectrum is modelled by 13th order mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients which can generate speech with MLSA filter [9]. Spec-
trum model is a multivariate Gaussian distributions [2].

Spanish corpus has been pitch marked using the approach
described in [10]. This algorithm refines mark-up to get a
smoothed F0 contour in order to reduce discontinuities in the
generated curve for synthesis. The model is a multi-space prob-
ability distribution [2] that may be used in order to store contin-
uous logarithmic values of the F0 curve and a discrete indicator
for voiced/unvoiced.

State durations of each HMM are modelled by a Multivari-
ate Gaussian distribution [11]. Its dimensionality is equal to the
number of states in the corresponding HMM.



2.2. Synthesis process

Figure 2 shows synthesis workflow. Once the system has been
trained, it has a set of phonemes represented by contextual fac-
tor (each contextual phoneme is a HMM). The first step in the
synthesis stage is devoted to produce a complete contextualized
list of phonemes from a text to be synthesized. Chosen units are
converted into a sequence of HMM.
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Figure 2: Synthesis workflow

Using the algorithm proposed by Fukada in [9], spectrum
and F0 parameters are generated from HMM models using dy-
namic features. Duration is also estimated to maximize the
probability of state durations. Excitation signal is generated
from the F0 curve and the voiced and unvoiced information. Fi-
nally, in order to reconstruct speech, the system uses spectrum
parameters as the MLSA filter coefficients and excitation as the
filtered signal.

3. CBR system
3.1. CBR and HMM-TTS system description

As shown in figure 2, CBR system for prosody estimator can be
included as a module in any TTS system (i.e. excitation signal
can be created using either HMM or CBR). In a previous work
it is demonstrated that using CBR approach is appropriate to
create prosody even with expressive speech [8]. Despite CBR
strategy was originally designed for retrieving mean phoneme
information related to F0, energy and duration, this work only
compares the F0 results with the HMM based F0 estimator.

Figure 3 shows the diagram of this system. It is a corpus ori-
ented method for the quantitative modelling of prosody. Anal-
ysis of texts is carried out by SinLib library [12], an engine de-
veloped to Spanish text analysis. Characteristics extracted from
the text are used to build prosody cases.

density for each HMM is equal to the number of states in the 
corresponding HMM. 

2.3. Synthesis process 

Once the system has been trained, it has a set of units 
represented by contextual factors. During the synthesis 
process, first the input text must be labeled into contextual 
factors to choose the best synthesis units. 

Chosen units in the sentence are converted in a sequence 
of HMM. Duration is estimated to maximize the probability of 
state durations. HMM parameters are spectrum and pitch with 
their delta and delta-delta coefficients. These parameters are 
extracted form HMM using the algorithm proposed by [11]. 

 
Figure 3: Time differences reproducing speech with and 

without dynamic features. 
 

Finally spectrum parameters are the filter coefficients of 
MLSA that will filter an excitation signal made by the 
estimated pitch. The standard excitation model with delta for 
voiced and white noise for unvoiced frames was used. 

3. CBR system 

3.1. System description 

As shown in figures 2, CBR [15] system works as a prosody 
estimator which can be included as a new module in any TTS 
system. The retrieval objective is to map the solution from 
case memory to the new problem. 

 

 
Figure 4: CBR Training workflow 

 
Figure 3 shows how this system is based on the analysis of 

labeled texts from which the system extracts prosodic 
attributes. Thus, it is a corpus oriented method for the 
quantitative modeling of prosody. It was originally designed 
for pitch, energy and duration but this work only uses the pitch 
estimation.  

There exist various kinds of factors which can characterize 
each intonational unit. The system described here will 
basically use accent group (AG), related to speech rhythm and 
intonation group (IG). Some of the factors to consider are 
related with the kind of IG that belongs to the AG, position of 
IG in the phrase and the number of syllables of IG and AG. 
Curve intonation for each AG is modeled by polynomials. 

3.2. Training and retrieval 

CBR is a machine learning system which let an easy treatment 
of attributes from different kinds. The system training can be 
seen as a two stages flow: selection and adaptation. Case 
reduction is reaches thanks to grouping similar attributes. 
Once the case memory is created and a new set of attributes 
arrives, the system looks for the most similar stored example. 
Pitch curve is estimated by firstly estimating phoneme 
durations, normalizing temporal axis and associating each 
phoneme pitch depending on the retrieved polynomial.  

4. Unit Selection 
This work presents a clustering based scheme [12] in order to 
choose the best unit model. As described next subsections, 
there are many contextual factors which can be used to 
characterize synthesis units. Therefore, the more contextual 
factors used, the more units extracted from the utterances. As 
the system is based on statistical models, parameters cannot be 
estimated with limited train data. As done in speech 
recognition systems, a decision tree technique is used to 
cluster similar state units. Unseen units’ model states will be 
clustered in the best estimated group. Spectrum, f0 or 
durations are clustered independently as they are affected by 
different factors. 

Systems working with HMMs can be considered as 
multilingual as far as the contextual factors used are language 
dependent. Moreover, the system needs the design of a set of 
questions in order to choose the best clustering for each unit. 
These questions were extended to each Spanish unit and their 
specific characteristic. In table 1, units are classified in two 
groups: consonants and vowels. 

Table 1: Spanish units. 

Vowel {frontal, back, Half 
open, Open, Closed } a,ax,e,ex,i,ix,o,ox,u,ux 

Consonant {dental, velar, 
bilabial, alveolar, palatal, 
labio dental, Interdental, 
Prepalatal, plosive, nasal, 
fricative,lateral, Rhotic } 

zx,sx,rx,bx,k,gx, 
dx,s,n,r,j,l,m,t,tx,w,p, 

f,x,lx,nx,cx,jx,b,d,mx,g 

 
All languages have their own characteristics. This work 

presents a performance comparison between standard 
utterance features and Spanish specific attributes extracted.  

4.1. Festival Utterance features for Spanish 

As used for other languages, these attributes affect phonemes, 
syllables, words, phrases and utterances (Table 2). Notice that 
most of them relates to units position in reference to over-units 
(e.g. phonemes over syllables or words over phrases). Features 
were extracted from a modified Spanish Festival voice [14]. 
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Figure 3: CBR Training workflow

Each file of the corpus is analysed in order to convert it into
new cases (i.e. a set of attribute-value pairs). The goal is to
obtain the solution from the memory of cases that best matches
the new problem. When a new text is entered and converted in a
set of attribute-value pairs, CBR will look for the best cases so
as to retrieve prosody information from the most similar case it
has in memory.

3.2. Features

There are various suitable features to characterize each into-
national unit. Features extracted will form a set of attribute-
value pair that will be used by CBR system to build up a mem-
ory of cases. These features (table 1) are based on accentual

group (AG) and intonational group (IG) parameters. AG in-
corporates syllable influence and is related to speech rhythm.
Structure at IG level is reached concatenating AGs. This system
distinguishes IG for interrogative, declarative and exclamative
phrases.

Table 1: Attribute-value pair for CBR system

Attributes

Position of AG in IG IG Position on phrase
Number of syllables IG type

Accent type Position of the stressed syllable

3.3. Training and retrieval

The system training can be seen as a two stages flow: selection
and adaptation. In order to optimize the system, case reduc-
tion is carried out by grouping similar attributes. Once the case
memory is created, the system looks for the most similar stored
example. Mean F0 curve per phoneme is retrieved by firstly
estimating phoneme durations, normalizing temporal axis and
associating each phoneme pitch in basis on the retrieved poly-
nomial.

4. Context based clustering
Each HMM is a phoneme used to synthesize and it is identi-
fied by contextual factors. During training stage, similar units
are clustered using a decision tree [2]. Information referring
to spectrum, F0 and state durations are treated independently
because they are affected by different contextual factors.

As the number of contextual factors increases, the number
of models will have less training data. To deal with this prob-
lem, the clustering scheme will be used to provide the HMMs
with enough samples as some states can be shared by similar
units.

Text analysis for HMM-TTS based decision tree clustering
was carried out by Festival [13] updating an existing Spanish
voice. Spanish HMM-TTS required the design of specific ques-
tions to use in the tree. Questions design concerns to unit fea-
tures and contextual factors. Table 2 enumerates the main fea-
tures taken into account and table 3 shows the main contextual
factors. These questions represent a yes/no decision in a node of
the tree. Correct questions will determine clusters to reproduce
a fine F0 contour in relation to the original intonation.

Table 2: Spanish phonetic features.

Unit Features

Phoneme

Vowel Frontal, Back, Half open, Open, Closed

Consonant Dental, velar, bilabial, alveolar
lateral, Rhotic, palatal, labio-dental,
Interdental, Prepalatal, plosive, nasal,
fricative

Syllable Stress, position in word, vowel

Word POS, #syllables

Phrase End Tone

5. Experiments
Experiments are conducted on corpus and evaluate objective
and subjective measures. On the one hand, objective measures
present real F0 estimation results comparing HMM-TTS versus



Table 3: Spanish phonetic contextual factors.

Unit Features

Phoneme {Preceding, next} Position in syllable

Syllable {Preceding, next} stress, #phonemes
#stressed syllables

Word Preceding, next POS, #syllables

Phrase Preceding, next #syllables

CBR technique. On the other hand, subjective results validate
Spanish synthesis 1. Results are presented for various phrase
types (interrogative, declarative and exclamative) and lengths
(number of phonemes). Phrase classification is referenced to
the corpus average length. Thus, a short (S) and a long (L) sen-
tence are below and over the standard deviation while very short
(VS) and very long (VL) exceed half the standard deviation over
and below.

The Spanish female voice was created from a corpus devel-
oped in conjunction with LAICOM [8]. Speech was recorded
by a professional speaker in neutral emotion and segmented and
revised by speech processing researchers.

The system was trained with HTS [14] using 620 phrases of
a total of 833 (25% of the corpus is used for testing purposes).
Contextual factors represent around 20000 units to be trained
and around 5000 are unseen units.

Firstly, texts were labelled using contextual factors de-
scribed in table 3. Then, HMMs are trained and clustered.
Next, decision trees for spectrum, F0 and state durations are
built. These trees are different among them because spectrum,
F0 and states duration are affected by different contextual fac-
tors (see figure 4). Spectrum states are basically clustered ac-
cording to phoneme features while F0 questions show the in-
fluence of syllables, word and phrase contextual factors. Du-
rations work in a similar manner to F0 as reported in [2]. In
order to analyse the effect of the number of nodes in the deci-
sion trees, results are presented through two HMM configura-
tions in basis of γ that controls the decision tree length (HMM1,
γ(spectrum) = 1, γ(f0) = 1, γ(duration) = 1 and HMM2,
γ(spectrum) = 0.3, γ(f0) = 0.1, γ(duration) = 1). Both
systems present the best RMSE over other tested configurations
and a tree length below 30% of used units.

5.1. Objective measures

Fundamental frequency estimation is crucial in a source-filter
model approach. Objectives measures evaluate F0 RMSE (i.e.
estimated vs. real) of the mean F0 for each phoneme (figure 5)
and for a full F0 contour (figures 6 and 7).

In order to analyse the effect of phrase length figure 5 shows
CBR as the best system to estimate mean F0 per phoneme. As
the phrase length increases HMM improves its RMSE. F0 con-
tour RMSE in figure 6 also shows a better HMM RMSE for
long sentences than for short. However, CBR gets worse as the
sentence is longer, although it presents the best results. Figure 7
demonstrates a good HMM performance for declarative phrases
but low for interrogative type. Pearson correlation factor for
real and estimated F0 contour is presented in table 4. While
CBR presents a continuous correlation value independently of
the phrase type and length, HMM presents good results when
sentences are long and declarative.

1See http://www.salle.url.edu/∼gonzalvo/hmm, for some synthesis examples

Number of phonemes 
Position in current word 
Number of syllables in 
relation with phrase 

 

Phrases 
{preceding, current, 
next} Number of words 

 

Table 2: Festival based contextual factors.  

4.2. CBR features 

As specific for Spanish, table 3 represents the important 
information factors that could increase prosody reproduction. 
Main difference with section 4.1 is that the following 
attributes are based on AG and IG as used for CBR engine 
now applied to a phoneme based cluster scheme. 

Table 3: CBR factors.  

Attributes 
Previous phoneme 
Current phoneme 
Next phoneme 
C. phoneme stressed 
AG position in IG 
Ph. position in IG 
Ph. position in AG 
IG type 
Accent type 
Number of syllables 

Ph. of the syllable 
Begin of word 
End of word 
Begin of AG 
End of AG 
Begin of IG 
End of IG 
Begin of syllable 
End of syllable 

 
AG incorporates syllable influence. Structure at IG level is 

reached concatenating AGs. In contrast to qualitative systems 
that use ToBi, this system distinguishes IG for interrogative, 
affirmative and exclamation phrases. This characteristics were 
extracted using SinLib [13], an engine develop to phrase 
analysis for Spanish. 

5. Experiments 
Experiments are oriented to objective and subjective measures. 
Objectives measures try to present a real performance level 
comparing HMM system versus a CBR technique. 
Fundamental frequency estimation is crucial in a source-filter 
model approach. In the other hand, subjective user validation 
of test speech files has contributed to test HMM based speech 
synthesis as a full-blown system. 

The Spanish voice was created from a corpus developed in 
conjunction with LAICOM [15]. Text were recorded in neutral 
emotion, segmented and revised by professional staff. 

The systems were trained with HTS [16] using 620 
utterances labeled with the above contextual factors using 
either Festival or SinLib. Full corpus has 833, so results are 
analyzed over the 25%. Some synthesis examples can be 
found here:  

http://www.salle.url.edu/~gonzalvo/hmmdemos 
 
Decision tree based clustering presents interesting tree 

reproduction different with spectrum and f0. Spectrum models 
are clustered using basically phoneme characteristics while 
pitch trees tends to cluster syllables, words and sentences 
features. 
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Figure 5: Decision trees clustering 1) spectrum 2) f0. 

5.1. Objective measures 

Objectives measures evaluate RMSE of the mean pitch for 
each phoneme. This measurement differences between 
estimated and real f0. Figure 4 shows a comparison among 
some configurations. F stands for HMM with Festival features 
while C names HMM with CBR features. Configurations are 
presented basis on gamma factor to control tree building. As 
gamma varies, trees are larger. Figure 5, shows the mean 
percentage of units used. As noted from performance in figure 
4 and tree depth in figure 5, larger trees does not strictly 
represent the best RMSE. 
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Figure 6: Mean f0 RMSE (Hz) for each phoneme. 

Trained models present around 20000 units to train and around 
25000 in total. Figure 5 shows the percentage of useful units 
depending on the gamma factor that controls the decision trees 
length. 
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Figure 7: Gamma factor and decision trees length. 

 
As noted in figure 4, CBR presents the best RMSE in 
comparison with any HMM configuration. CBR was originally 
designed for estimating phoneme’s mean pitch while HMM 
synthesis is designed to reproduce full f0 curves. As seen in 

Figure 4: Decision trees clustering for: 1) spectrum 2) F0
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Figure 5: Mean F0 RMSE for each phoneme and phrase length

5.2. Subjective evaluation

The aim of the subjective measures (see figure 8) is to test syn-
thesized speech from HMM-TTS using either CBR or HMM
based F0 estimators. Figure 8(a) demonstrates that synthesis
using CBR or HMM as F0 estimators is equally preferred. How-
ever, 8(b) presents CBR as the selected estimator for interroga-
tive while HMM as the preferred for exclamative.

6. Discussion

In order to demonstrate objective results some real examples
are presented. For a long and declarative phrase (figure 9) both
HMM and CBR estimate a similar F0 contour. On the other
hand, in figure 10, CBR reproduces fast changes better when
estimating F0 in a short interrogative phrase (e.g. frames around
200). AG and IG factors become a better approach in this case.
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Figure 6: RMSE for F0 contour and phrase length



hmm1 16,57 11,07 16,70
aff 46,241 23,791 31,708 28,72 38,423 48,948
exc 33,64 17,622 35,838 27,391 38,301 34,48
int 35,844 43,232 62,155 36,594 56,132 50,516

hmm2 15,99 8,97 16,70
aff 43,801 21,132 52,245 24,038 40,45 48,569
exc 30,067 22,422 32,225 32,713 34,955 33,148
int 42,014 42,853 59,339 38,036 64,876 46,607

cbr 14,75 9,27 11,24
aff 45,7 22,599 30,237 26,433 37,554 44,291
exc 4,9805 15,541 33,208 25,723 25,205 32,344
int 30,501 31,725 26,352 12,452 42,932 42,06

DEC EXC INT
HMM1 37,04 35,34 51,83
HMM2 38,18 34,70 51,51
CBR 33,41 28,06 37,95

c_hmm1 0,47 0,34 0,35
aff 0,48141 0,45434 0,76066 0,75085 0,67344 0,80646
exc 0,75254 0,68159 0,36188 0,83774 0,51515 0,7798
int 0,60099 0,41299 0,53028 0,16693 -0,024834 0,27747
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Figure 7: F0 contour RMSE and phrase type

Table 4: Correlation for different length and types of phrase

VS S L VL ENU EXC INT

HMM1 0,28 0,40 0,42 0,55 0,52 0,59 0,37
HMM2 0,21 0,37 0,37 0,46 0,47 0,55 0,36

CBR 0,55 0,61 0,55 0,57 0,59 0,69 0,61

7. Conclusions and future work
This work presented a Spanish HMM-TTS and compared its
performance against CBR for F0 estimation. The HMM sys-
tem performance has been analysed through objective and sub-
jective measures. Objective measures demonstrated that HMM
prosody reproduction has a few dependency on the tree length
but an important dependency on the type and length of the
phrases. Interrogative sentences which have intense intona-
tional variations are better reproduced by CBR approach. Sub-
jective measures validated HMM-TTS synthesis results with
HMM and CBR as F0 estimators. HMM estimates a plain F0
contour which is more suitable for declarative phrases while
CBR estimation is selected for interrogatives sentences. This
can be explained as CBR approach uses AG and IG attributes
to retrieve a changing F0 contour which are better in non-
declarative phrases and low contextual information cases.

Moreover, CBR approach presents a computational cost
lower to HMM training process although modelling all param-
eters together in a HMM takes advantage of voice analysis and
transformation. Therefore, future HMM-TTS system should in-
clude AG and IG information in its features to improve F0 es-
timation in cases where CBR has demonstrated a better perfor-
mance.
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Figure 9: Example of F0 estimation for HMM-TTS 2nd config-
uration (“No encuentro la informacin que necesito.” translated
as “I don’t find the information I need.”)
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Figure 10: Example of F0 estimation for HMM-TTS 2nd config-
uration (“Aburrido de ver pequeñeces?” translated as “Tired
of seeing littleness?”)
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